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I think so and here is why.
I should start by apologising to Jordan Petersen for including him in this exploration. I can appreciate ‘the nuisance’
it may be in his life, and I would rather not burden him with this thought. However this story is a wonderful example
of my reincarnation theory. No doubt I am breaking some occult law; talking of living beings, in this context and so
on; however in the pursuit of showing an application of Astrological Science, I am impelled to tell what I see. Be it
true or not, this is my conjecture….this is my story.
This enquiry began one day when I was wondering if RS had reincarnated, and so I asked the Universe if he had. In
the following ‘impressions’ I clearly got ‘yes he has’ and clearly that ‘he was in Canada’. I also got thoughts of Jung,
but could go no further. As is usual with such questions, a couple of weeks later this question about RS being JP
came up via facebook, from someone enquiring about a chap, ‘Norman’, who had a very strong mystical vision that
JP was RS. ( Did he pick up my question?) I was asked what I thought. I had never heard of JP prior to this question.
So I looked.
What I saw was very convincing. Apart from the astrological ‘proof’ I will provide, looking at their intentions, shows
both voice the need for the human to be an ethical individual, and both talk of the need for the Spirit /Ego to be fully
incarnated to be a healthy human. Both are not afraid of holding strong radical views. Yes JP is more 'of the world'
but it is obvious RS wished also to be taken seriously by the mainstream world. He has done his 'spiritual' incarnation
and now its about being in and confronting the modernity, he warned us about. He needed to be more in the centre
of things.
My approach to reincarnation Astrology is homegrown, like most of my endeavours, which usual means I have read
some writings on the matter, ( Robert Powell and other Apops mostly) not really agreed with them, for one reason
or another, and then go search for myself. I researched some historical figures, and then some family members.
The basic technique is, that I primarily use the death chart of a person, and then the birth chart of the ‘suspect’. I
primarily look for ‘personality similarities’. With Geocentric Astrology, as used in ‘normal’ Astrology, we are primarily
looking at the planets and their relationships to one another. The planets indicate the Astral Body or personality of
an individual, which is different to the Spirit part of us, indicated by the Sun. This is the I, our consciousness, which
is ultimately sourced from a Star.
Stars and Planets are completely different. One is a nuclear reactor and the other is a compost heap. The Astral Body
is the energetic repository of all the experiences ( compost heap) we have had throughout all our lives. It is a ‘heap
of Tee shirts’ gathered by us, our Spirit, from all its many experiences. It is our Spirit clothed in the Astral body, that
moves from one lifetime to the next. So it is this ‘Astral trail’ that we can follow through death. The Astral body is
what needs ‘developing’, through our lifetimes.
There is a question of just how much change can occur to the Astral body, after death? Generally it is
considered the main reason for taking Birth, is so we can rearrange our Astral Body, through the present life. Life on
Earth is where this is achieved.
Possibly, It is the physical body changing its habits, that leads to the planetary energetic rearrangement, to be
possible. Ultimately, the way things change is that the Spirit directs the Physical Body to act in a particular way ,
regardless of the Astral Body screaming at you to do something else. ‘Addiction’ is the Astral Body taking command.
The Spirit has to take charge to override the Astral. The Architect has to assert his control over the Head Contractor.
Which means willing the physical body, to not put that alcohol, into your mouth. We have to Physically change the

Astral habits, for the energy to be able to reorganise. Energy following Matter,* which is what we do when we fertilise
a field with minerals. As the physical structure changes, so the way energy can flow, changes. The hardening forces
of the Spirit, over time, can then lock these Astral changes into place. Possibly? * Matter most often follows Energy,
but we can manipulate the Matter side of this equation….
So back to - The death journey is to firstly to reflect on the activities of the past life, and then setup the situations
you wish to experience in the next life, so changes can be made. The Astral body carries the timetable of the events
chosen for this next life. So while there will be some changes in the exact way the basic energy appears, the basic
energies present at death should be able to be found in the next birthchart.

RS Birth and Death Charts
The journey really starts with a comparison of the first birth chart, and the death chart of that life. Sometimes there
is a continuity between them and sometimes there is not. The difference between them though, tells us of ‘how far’
the individual has travelled in their path to ‘Being with the Universe’. Naturally, if there is similarities between the
birth chart of the first lifetime, with that of the next birth chart, there is an extra tick in the ‘Yes’ column.
So lets look at RS birth and death charts together, to see where he began and finished.

I have provided a podcast of my thoughts on RS birth chart. This is available at my website. There are a few significant
things to note about RS. Firstly is the ‘watery’ nature that shows up as Sun Mercury and Neptune in Pisces and his
Scorpio rising. Neptune is the ruler of Pisces, so the natural Pisces intuition can be expected. One key ‘thought’ comes
with the Mercury Neptune in Pisces, this is a strong clairvoyance. In the 25th

February

birth chart , the Moon is in

opposition to this, which makes the clairvoyance stronger, however a tendency to delusions and fantasies is also
suggested. ‘Deluded Mother’ is also possible – note we do not hear much about his mother. In the 27th February chart
– which I believe is the christening chart - the Moon has moved onto Libra, reducing the delusions, but then leaving
the Mercury and Neptune unaspected. Which means it has a free play to function as a separate faculty, so very good
for channelling, and communing with other spirits.
The good news with the Mercury Neptune is that it has a very good configuration with Jupiter and Uranus. This is
through 72 degree angles. Aspects I consider to be ‘gifts’. This is a talent already gained and bought from the previous
life. This structure is RS encyclopaedic knowledge and uncanny ability ‘to connect the dots’. This is his genius aspect.
This is something we can follow through to JP.

We need to acknowledge the qualities of his Sun in Pisces, Moon in Virgo and Ascendant in Scorpio. This can be
characterised as a brewing, serious personality caught up with their inner life, and then how this gesture, is
effected by the conditions it finds itself in – Moon in the 11th house, which is a strong caring for his comminty.
The next important structure in RS birth chart is the tension between Sun, Saturn and Uranus and North Node. This
is a very rebellious streak, that has RS questioning all authorities he comes across. He had to ‘slice his own swath’,
however the Sun Saturn is talking about a need to ‘gain the approval of the father’, along with a constant sense of
impending failure. Nothing is ever good enough, and with the North Node adding its destiny weight to the
conversation, there is a strong sense of duty and purpose to the life. Again we can follow this trend through to JP.
The third strong aspect at birth 1, is that this Sun Saturn opposite has a good sextile to Mars and Pluto in practical
Taurus, in the practical 6th house. For as much struggle and limitation he sees, he will work strenuously to find the
practical solution. Which he did wonderfully well. This shows through as a positive transformation in JP, as his Sun
Saturn grand trine.
We can also talk about the ‘opposition’ of Sun Chiron Venus below to Jupiter, Saturn Moon above…this, is RS artistic
streak and also talks of high expectations of others, that were most often not fulfilled, due their rampant
individualism. (the ‘herding cats’ aspect). Sentiments I believe he voiced often towards the end of his life.
So these are the main themes, upon which we can see much of his story expressed. All the ingredients are there for
a highly mystical and artistic life, that is seeking scientific recognition, while being dedicated to the practical
development of humanity.

RS Death chart
I am not completely sure of RS exact death time. I have quotes of him dying in the early morning……and somewhere
have come across the 1.30am time (not sure where). So please if you have the exact time please let me know.
His death was not that of a man at peace. ‘According to Ita Wegman’s report, Rudolf Steiner was very still sad & silent. She
recalled, “It seemed to me as though he had a very difficult problem to solve. The forces of light in his eyes appeared weaker than
usual”.’ This suggests he felt there were still many things to be done. We can expect some tension in the death chart.

I can go one step further and say this is not a particularly ‘Enlightened’ death chart. I would imagine seeing the Sun

and Moon in strong positive relationships with the outer planets and in particular Persephone / Transpluto, who is
‘the enlightened state’. The Sun is tense to Pluto, but not much else. The quintiles raise the consciousness somewhat,
but really I would expect more.
Where did RS finish his last life? He finished as a Aries Sun, Moon in Gemini and Sag Rising ( based on this time)
and this is a very opinionated individual... and when we see the Mercury Jupiter Pluto T square backing that up, we
have someone , very sure of their standpoint, and who will fight for it to the death ....... that not only sounds like JP,
but he has these same planets in a T square, along with his Sun in Gemini, and a Air moon, which mimics RS death
Moon in Gemini.
There is a marked change of ‘element’, from RS birth chart – Water, Earth Water to his death chart, which is Fire Air
Fire. RS has something to say and he wants to get on with it. Patience and finesse are not a high priority either, this
is a ‘roll up the shelves and get on with it’ guy. But when strengthened by the Mercury T square, we have intense
commitment, and a very probing thought process.
However the question comes back - Is this the chart of an enlightened being? In his birthchart , yes, but in his death
chart, not really. This can point to the 'idea' his next life will be more mundane. RS has done his mystic clairvoyant
life, and now is focused on 'the message' getting out. Which was really 'get the energetic bodies in order, stand up
and walk ' .......... This is what the death chart is about - forceful message giver - and also what JP birth chart says.
RS obviously sought academic approval during his life - becoming a doctor of philosophy, publishing journals,
engaging in scientific trials etc - so he would want that again, but where could he appear that has some scientific
credibility and uses a language similar to his own - Jungian Psychology. Where else can he talk of incarnating the
Spirit properly as the central pillar of 'doing the good'. The redeeming of the persecuted masculine JP is championing,
is in the death chart, but more so in JP birthchart....Saturn Neptune aspects....yes we can say RS has 'fallen to Earth'
somewhat, but he needed to, if he was to gain a greater audience and acceptance. Apop is a very fringe sect,
acceptable to very few, JP is telling RS's simple story - incarnate the Spirit and get on with it - to all of humanity at
present.
Lets look in more detail

The Transformations
Mercury Jupiter Pluto

Looking at these charts, I am using wide orbs. Planets in the same sign in these cases can be seen as working
together, due to middle points being involved etc……. There are two main streams of Planetary activity to follow.
The first is Mercury Jupiter and Pluto as the core planets of the first structure – anchoring a powerful thought process
– they are really the middle of a larger structure, including Sun Chiron Uranus and Persephone. In the case of RS
death chart there is a middle point structure, Uranus Sun Mercury, which pulls these together, so they then relate as
one energy to the Cancer pair of Pluto and Persephone. And then this back to Jupiter.
These same planets are in a similar form in JP chart. Uranus plays a similar positive supporting influence in both
charts.
This structure makes for intense studies and researching. They are going to win on facts, they have the most, and
they will fight you for it. This is also concerned with the quality and the development of thought itself. Underneath
this main structure are positive aspects between Jupiter Uranus and Mercury which brings a brilliance, and quickness
of thought.

Mercury Uranus Neptune trine Moon

A variation of the previous planets, first shows up in RS birth chart, and one I consider the basis of his genius. At
his birth this is a quintile structure of Mercury Neptune Q Uranus Q2 Jupiter. This provides the potential for him to
find any information he desires, but to be able to synthesis his many intuitive insights.
In his death chart this is present as Jupiter sextile Uranus with this then trine to Persephone, with further quintiles
to Moon and Mars. Neptune is still involved, but through a weak tension.

This all suggests

a similar level of

imaginative thinking being possible, but with a diminished Neptune, some of the loftiness of RS has receded.
When we come to JP similar aspects are found. Mercury Uranus and Neptune talk to each other in the same lofty
refinements found in RS birth chart, and Jupiter Neptune Mars and Persephone are still in on the act, bringing in a
humanitarian idealism to Mercury’s ability to ‘join the dots’.

Saturn Neptune

The second stream of activities starts in RS birth chart, were we find a very close Sun oppose Saturn. I commented
on this giving a need for approval from authority, which can be father or society elders etc. The Uranus square makes
this every difficult as there is always a rebel kicking the authority in the shins….. The Sun Saturn also brings about
an perfectionistic streak, based on an awareness of impending failure, and things never being good enough. This can
also become a depressive tendency. From Dr Wegman’s comments we can see that several of these traits were still
with RS at his death. He was still carrying a heavy load.
In the death chart, we see this has transformed in (a) the Sun square Pluto – which makes for obsessive commitment
to overcoming perceived abuses, by the authorities he has rebelled against his whole life (b) the Saturn square
Neptune with a weak tension to the Moon and Mars. This aspect is directly related to one in JP. This is often
experienced as a low self esteem, due to difficulty aligning ones hopes and dreams with the reality at hand. The
slight Mars influence in the death chart indicates

frustrations that beset one path. These male planets, Saturn

Neptune and Mars, bring a sensitivity to issues around the disempowered male…….This aspect can be seen as a
transformation of the birth Sun oppose Saturn. It has moved on from ‘wondering about your abilities’ to become
significant ‘self doubt’. The North Node involved with this, suggests there are ‘destiny’ level issues, around all this.
In JP’s birth chart we find the same planets, however in a much stronger arrangement, suggesting this issue of the
‘disempowered male’ comes to the fore, in this time.
The Saturn Node tension, needs some further consideration. While this emphasises the seriousness with which
they both go about their task. It also places the Saturn’s of these two charts in tension to one another, which further
emphasis’ the similarity of the karmic destiny, these two characters share. This Saturn Node relationship is
probably the crowning statement of proof JP is the reincarnation of RS. They share very similarly resonating
Karma and Destiny. 11 and 12 degrees of Leo.
Firstly we can see RS and JP have the north node conjunct. The North Node is a point of ones destiny. Not fate but

destiny. Fate, one has little choice with, while destiny is an opportunity the individual has a choice to ‘pick up’ or not.
Nevertheless it is a indictor of the forward path. For these to be so close, it suggests RS’s intended destiny for the
future, is very similar to the intention JP brings with him into this life.

Sun Saturn Moon Node
In a change of focus, to a lighter side of things, we can look at the Saturn Quintile Sun in RS death chart. This is a
more subtle transformation, however we can see something occurring with the Sun Saturn Node and Moon.

RS Sun trine and Moon sextile to the Node, suggests he was very clear about what this destiny was to be and how
he could go about it. Also these provide a high probability that he would achieve it. The quintile of RS Sun to Saturn
suggest he has a good practical talent for making things come into manifestation.
In JPs birth chart we see a very similar structure/ The ‘kite’ formation with these same planets also provides a
exceptional practical ability to put his ideas into practice, - The quintile turns into a grand trine.

These structures can also be seen as positive transformations of the very practical Sun sextile Mars and Pluto aspects
in RS birth chart.
The 40 year rule
Of the 5 reincarnation studies, I have done for close family members, an interesting coincidence has shown itself. In
3 out of the 5 cases, the rebirth has been about 40 years after the death. I appreciate this challenges RS own stories
about timing of the journey between lives, however this is the phenomena I am happy with.
RS’s death and JP’s birth is 37 years apart. This Saturn Node ‘event’ is at the second Nodal Return after RS death;
as if the Karmic Destiny train was back at the same station, and JP popped out the door. What more needs to be
said….
The Saturn has gone 1.25 cycle from the death as well. Which could be interpreted as something happened around
the 6th November 1954 – RS death Saturn Return – that is now coming into its first phase of manifestation, with JP’s
birth……..and what of the following Saturn aspects through JPs life. I have not talked much about JPs life and so on,
with respect as I mentioned at the beginning. Maybe another time. Here I am just wanting to present the Astrological
Science of this part of the story.
All together, the above similarities, give a very compelling argument for an affirmative answer, to my question.
If you do not think so please , outline your objections and send them to me.
And this is my story………

As references to this conjecture
Tom at philosophyoffreedom.com has a series of videos outlining the similarities between RS and JP philosophies
Here is one to get you going https://youtu.be/MrbZQiMbc-0
Here is a link to Norman Birds page on his psychic perception of this topic.
https://normanbird.com/so-im-thinking-jordan-peterson-is-the-reincarnation-of-rudolf-steiner/

